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COMMON PRESSURE ULCER SITES

After Maklebust & Sieggreen, 1996
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Unmask Early Endothelial Dysfunction
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Detection of Blood Flow Changes
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BLOOD PERFUSION BY LASER-DOPPLER IMAGING

Forearm heated to 44°C
Progressive Flow Compensation

Flow Response During Trochanter Loading

Flow

Hip-Down Loading

1-Hour

Hip-down loading on a multi-segmental dynamic surface
N=20 Women >= age 60. Mayrovitz et al., 1997
Similar findings: Xakellis et al., 1993 and Frantz et al., 1989
Implications for Ulcer Development

Absence of Flow Adaptation Under Load was Associated with Ulcer Development

Sanada et al., 1997
- 24 patients undergoing surgery
- 18 Abdominal - 6 spinal disk
- LDF @ sacral or iliac prominence
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Myogenic Compensation

Flow Response During Short-Term Heel Loading
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Heel Hyperemia After Local Loading

Temporal Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
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BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE TO OFF-LOADING

Duration of Heel Loading (minutes)
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Heel LDI Perfusion (Hyperemic/Baseline)

Load = 120 mmHg
N = 14 Females
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BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE TO OFF-LOADING

Time After Load Removal (minutes)
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PEAK HYPEREMIA RESPONSE
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HYPEREMIA RECOVERY TIME

Load Duration = 10 minutes
Subjects = 14 Females
PRE-ΔΥΣΤΙΧ ΒΛΟΟΔ ΠΕΡΦΥΣΙΟΝ

ΣΤΑΤΙΧ ΣΥΡΦΑΚΕ

ΔΥΣΝΑΜΙΧ
15 χψχλε/ηρ
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ΤWO-HOUR ΣΥΠΙΝΕ ΛΨΙΝΓ

ΣΤΑΤΙΧ ΣΥΡΦΑΧΕ

ΔΥΝΑΜΙΧ 15 χψχλε/ηρ
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BLOOD FLOW RESPONSE TO OFF-LOADING

Duration of Heel Loading (minutes)

Heel LDI Perfusion (Hyperemic/Baseline)

Load = 120 mmHg
N = 14 Females
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PEAK HYPEREMIA RESPONSE

Relative to Average No-Load Baseline
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HEEL HYPEREMIA RECOVERY TIME
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Load = 120 mmHg
N = 14 Females

$T_{R} = 3.40 + 0.27 \ T_{\text{Load}}$

$r^2 = 0.445, p < 0.001$
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